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ABSTRACT: The Special Session is focused on the Earthquake as a particular dramatic natural disaster example.
Final scope of an overall Seismic Security Policy is the protection of the citizen’s life, and in a lower level, goods, a very
large Responsibility for the Political Authorities & Deciders.
A convenient policy needs first a full understanding of the natural phenomenon and the related risks. Such a mastering is not
easy to reach for Earthquakes: the random phenomenon is quite rare; a powerful reaction to seismic risk requires a full
sophisticated process based on complex knowledge: factual prevision, structural engineering know-how, political preventive
decision, emergency intervention in case of crisis, insurance politic, etc., with economic consequences.
Each step of the process is a complete independent technical field of study. One can easily imagine the impossible job of the
politic authorities to go ahead in the good way in such a cloudy atmosphere.
Politic authorities need factual information and decision making tools. Such information and tools can only be provided by
the specialists such as scientists, engineers, site-intervention agents, etc.
Some steps of the process are quite classical and conveniently performed: dynamic linear or un-linear analysis of structures
and soil, seismic codes and rules, etc. Such classical steps are not considered in the conference.
The Special Session focuses on the main unclassical steps of the process for which French Deciders needed more information
from the professional world to improve decision making. Each step is a technical field, but only the Main Assumptions,
Methodology, Main Conclusions and Influence on the Political Decision will be presented.
This coherent French approach must be considered as an example (case study). The hope is to compare its conclusions and
efficiency with the Iranian general approach and know-how.
What is attended from the Presentation is a working Iranian-French Team, around a subject discussed during the Round
Table, such as a Scenario Study for a big Iranian City (Esfahan? Tehran?), or crossed participation to joint-guidelines
committees, either existing or new ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Final scope of an overall Seismic Security Policy is the protection of the citizen’s life, and in a lower level, goods, a very
large Responsibility for the Political Authorities & Deciders.
A convenient policy needs first a full understanding of the natural phenomenon and the related risks. Such a mastering is not
easy to reach for Earthquakes: the random phenomenon is quite rare; a powerful reaction to seismic risk requires a full
sophisticated process based on complex knowledge: factual prevision, structural engineering know-how, political preventive
decision, emergency intervention in case of crisis, insurance politic, etc., with economic consequences.
Each step of the process is a complete independent technical field of study. One can easily imagine the impossible job of the
politic authorities to go ahead in the right way in such a cloudy atmosphere.
Politic authorities need factual information and decision making tools. Such information and tools can only be provided by
the specialists such as scientists, engineers, site-intervention agents, etc.
Some steps of the process are quite classical and already conveniently performed: structural and soil engineering and
technics, seismic technical codes and rules, etc. Such classical steps are not considered in the Special Session which is
focuses on the main unclassical steps of the process for which French Deciders needed more information from the
professional world to improve decision making. Each step is a technical field, but only the Main Assumptions, Methodology,
Main Conclusions and Influence on the Political Decision are presented.
This coherent French approach is presented as an example (case study) of what has been already undertaken there. The hope
is to compare its conclusions and efficiency with the Iranian general approach and know-how.

2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF HISTORICAL PROGRESS IN EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
We would all agree on the fact that modern earthquake engineering was born the last century with 1906 San Francisco
magnitude 8 quake. But a full century of groping in the dark and hard work was needed to build up real know-how in this
field.
We can be proud because almost all correctly designed and built structures, according to our new regulations and rules,
perfectly withstood recent major earthquakes, even if the seismic level was lightly higher that the predicted one, but in the
same order.
Fig. 1_SF_BART_1989

Fig. 2_Bay area _HW
Bridge_1989

Here few examples of uncommon structures: (Fig. 1 & 2,
bridges near San Francisco – USA after 1989 quake), (Fig 3 &
4: Emergency Command Centre, Seismic Isolated Strategic
Building, Los Angeles, and Emergency Hospital, Masonry
Upgraded Building, San Fernando – after 1994 Northridge
Quake, with 0.8g recorded at the basement of the hospital).

Fig. 4_LA_Emergency hospital_1994

Fig. 3_LA_Emergency command center_1994

But such know-how concerning Seismic Resisting Structures, main link of the whole chain of Seismic Safety Engineering, as
well as Seismic Prevision, did not come about suddenly in one package. Each event brought its surprises and we had to
reappraise very often, with modesty, our own understanding and go back on what we had already said and written.
Fig. 6_Sylmar interchange _San Bernardo_CA_1971

The case of bridges in California is a
significant example of how we had to
question our fundamental beliefs. While the
UBC code was considered as covering all
types of structures, Niigata-1964-Japan (Fig
5), Sylmar-1971-California (Fig 6), and other
major events, push Caltrans to elaborate
modern regulations for bridges in 1973. This
was the beginning of a new period.

Fig. 5_Niigata Japan _1964

It would be even more significant to have a look at the permanent review of the Californian Upgrading-Retrofitting Policy:
1. After Sylmar 1971 (Fig. 6) with serious damage to
San Fernando interchange during its construction,
independent multi-span bridges were considered as the
only very vulnerable structures. Many bridges were
“upgraded-Retrofitted” by linkage of independent
spans either by cables (Fig 7, HW1, near San
Francisco) or by covering joints and bolts (Fig 8). The
1989 Loma Prieta quake showed the inefficiency of
such systems.

Fig. 8_ SF_Bay bridge access _1989

Fig. 7_ Bay area_HW1_1989

2. With the 1987 Whittier Quake, a large retrofit and upgrading program on single-pier-supported bridges was undertaken by
using steel jackets. Here, 2 examples of vulnerability of such bridges: (Fig 9, Los Angeles, 1994 Northridge quake), (Fig 10:
Japan, 1995 Kobe quake).
Vulnerability of Pier-stayed bridges :
Fig. 10_Kobe 1995
Fig. 9: Los Angeles 1994

3. But with the 1989 Loma-Prieta (San
Francisco) quake, double-column-piersupported bridges were proved to be
sensitive too (Fig 11), and in 1994, the
Northridge quake confirmed this view
(Fig 12).

Fig. 11_SF 1989

Fig. 12_LA 1994

A large retrofitting program was undertaken in California two decades after Sylvar. The right policy was finally found under
the pressure of dramatic events, and Northridge proved the efficiency of this policy: none of about 100 retrofitted bridges
were damaged; on Freeway 10, 2 bridges collapsed, while the similar Cadillac Bridge, retrofitted just before, withstood
perfectly the quake. Northridge was a useful full scale laboratory for Earthquake Engineering. But it showed also 3 more
sources of failure for reinforced concrete structures:
i) Spiral hoops might be dangerous (Fig.
13_1994 Northridge quake_LA) yet the
use of such confining reinforcement has
been recommended in all codes including
EC8. ii) A missed detail can bring failure
(Fig. 19_1994 Northridge quake) even if
the overall seismic design is correctly
conducted. iii) And finally, Northridge,
rather than other quakes, proved the
vulnerability of short-stiff piers (Fig. 18).
Fig. 13 – LA 1994 : collapse
Fig. 14 – Kobe 1995
And shortly after, in 1995, Kobe also
circulaire part with hoops
Buckling of steel pier
brought its own surprises such as buckling
(Fig. 14) and failure of some welds and
other connections in steel structures, or that of U shaped first floor concrete buildings (fig. 15).

Fig. 15 – Kobe U shaped
basis Building

3. THE STATE OF OUR CURRENT TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
After each of these recent events, we all did our best to learn from the experience, but without being able to predict all major
effects of the next event. Our existing know-how needs to be improved by instrumentation, model tests and numerical
simulations permanently.
Such programs need a very close national and international collaboration between decision makers, researchers, insurance
companies and professionals such as designers, architects and contractors. Some programs already exist but priorities in
research must be listed by moral authorities such as associations of earthquake engineering in order to be sure of the
usefulness of the final results and to help to prevent rather than cure.
However, from the only point of view of earthquake resisting of constructions, such subjects to be better improved with
research, instrumentation and implementation do not constitute the real critical point, because already engaged in most of
concerned countries, and mainly because our today’s knowledge is enough for designing earthquake resisting new buildings
and for retrofitting existing ones, even if the level of the design earthquake is highly overpassed: according to the feedback,
the only failures are either due to un-existing or un-sufficient detailing (fig. 16, 17), to the brittleness of the structure (fig. 18),
or to a high irregularity of the structure due to the creation during works of parasite short-piers not foreseen in the design (fig.
19).

Fig. 16, 17: missed detailing – Erzinçan 1992, SF 1989

There is no example in the global feedback of failure of
a regular ductile structure whatever the seismic level
was. Necessary indications for such designs are out of
the scope of this article, and already provided in
national codes, guides and many technical articles.

Fig. 18 – LA 1994
Brittleness of short piers

Fig. 19 – LA 94 Missed
detail in overall correct -design

4. THE STATE OF THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE FOR POLITICAL DECIDERS
A large set of statistical knowledge is already available. It might help the Politic Authorities in their decisions.
1. Number of victims for significant quakes (magnitude M > 6.5): higher than 40 thousand, near big cities without a deep
cultured seismic construction, and only in term of hundreds in opposite case (fig. 20).
Fig. 21 - Seismic Cost G$ (billion $)

Fig. 20 - Earthquake - Number
of Victims in thousands
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2. Cost of major quakes (direct cost
with eventually a part of indirect
one?) near big cities: about 30 G$,
and even 100 G$ for unprepared
megacities in developed countries
because of the incidence on the
higher
developed
equipment,
facilities and networks (fig. 21).
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3. Seismic extra-cost for correctly1976 Asnam 1988 1989 1990 1994 1995
quake-designed constructions (see
1980
Sources: DIPCN Articles + Presse
also the article by N. TAILLEFER):
+ 4 to 9% (with isolators) of the civil-works cost for a reactor building with elastic design for 0.2g (fig.22); 1% for a poolstorage building with the same quake (fig. 23); + 1 to 5% for a set of housing buildings located in different areas in France,
with different assumptions on foundations (fig. 24).

Fig. 22: Reactor – 4 to 9%_0.2g

Fig. 23: Storage building_1%_0.2g

Fig. 24: Housing _1-5%_to 0.25g_10 levels, piles

4. Positioning of the most vulnerable constructions: The answer to that essential question might be found in the feed-back:
i) Portal framed structures in reinforced concrete, including the self-called seismic designed, in which the necessary detailing
in and next to nodes are often missing, and more generally, beamcolumn-stayed structures, hyper-vulnerable due to un-sufficient
detailing (fig. 25), brittleness (fig. 26), or other load distribution than
the one expected because of parasite stiffer elements untaken into
account in the design (fig. 27).
Fig. 26 : brittle short columns
Fig. 25: hyper-vulnerable
beam-column stayed structures
because of un-sufficient detailing
Fig. 27: parasite stiff columns added
during construction

ii) Un-engineered or self-built constructions:
(fig. 28_Village School) & (fig. 29_Caribbean
Islands)

Fig. 28

iii) Bridges or important building facilities and
equipment with un-sufficient seating (fig. 30).

Fig. 29

iiii) Liquefaction and soil problems (fig. 31)

Fig. 31: Liquefaction

Fig. 30 : Unseating

5. MAIN CURRENT TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN SEISMIC SAFETY ENGINEERING
1) With recent earthquakes, a new kind of vulnerability, “socio-economic vulnerability of megacities”, has been dramatically
demonstrated. During 1989 Loma Prieta quake, only a few bridges were damaged in San Francisco Bay Area. It was the
same in Los Angeles Area during 1994 Northridge quake where only 9 bridges out of 3000 collapsed.
The overall behaviour of bridges was then
Fig. 34_Kobe_1995
excellent during both events. But in San
Fig. 33_LA _1994
Fig. 32_Bay area
Francisco, one of the damaged bridges was the
_SF_1989
Bay Bridge (fig. 32), with its 260 000 car/day
traffic and another was the Cypress Bridge, an
Bay bridge
important element of Motorway Network
through Oakland and Berkeley. In Los Angeles
LA main FW
(fig. 33), all 9 damaged bridges were located
on Freeways 5 & 10, with their 350 000
car/day traffic for each.
Other Roads
Cypress bridge

During 1995 Kobe quake in Japan, all
connections with the country were cut because
of collapsed bridges (fig. 34). Even for the
emergency services, Kobe was accessible only
by sea. One can easily imagine what would
happen in Nice, south of France (fig. 35), with
the same morphology than Kobe, in case of a
major quake.

Bay 80 km diversion road

FW

Fig. 35_Nice_configuration

For the moment nothing in our codes really addresses such cases. Only the use of an importance factor, up to 1.4, gives the
strategic elements a bigger safety factor. But what are such strategic structures: Emergency and crisis management centers;
Communication network centers (telephone, air-port control); Energy and Water distribution centers; but also Hospitals and
Road Network for access to the damaged areas and evacuation of injured persons.
2) The next question is about hospitals and roads network: Should the upgrading concern all of them? Or only a few one
considered as strategic structures and equipment? The optimized answer is surely the second one, but in this case, which
roads and which hospitals? The optimized reply must be elaborated through a technical multi-discipline Scenario-Study, prior
to designation of Strategic Buildings, Access Roads and Bridges (fig. 35). Examples of such studies are presented during the
session, as well as particular additional considerations for the design of such structures.
3) And what about existing buildings, even if the upgrading is not a major technical problem? The equality of all citizens
pushes the public authorities to upgrade existing buildings in seismic regions in order to give them the same resisting
capacity as new construction.
The cost of such an ambition is likely to be so high that it is already considered to be economically unfeasible, at least when
compared to other strong priorities such as national health, education, etc. But the opposite solution of doing nothing, or full
protection only for some, is no more acceptable. The public authorities and legislators need our advice in order to choose a
feasible fair policy consisting on an equal partial reasonable protection for all. The investment for such an operation might be
easily covered.
In France, for instance, an insurance tax of 12% for natural disaster is applied since 1987 to all construction. Rather than
taking the tax now and waiting for the disaster, it would be more appropriate to immediately invest this tax in prevention. The
policy will also have the advantage of bringing some activity to our profession which needs it at least in the western
countries. But a new problem in France is the yearly very costly flooding, covered also by the same tax.
4) All this must be the priority for the earthquake engineering community during the early years of the current century.
But from a human point of view, just developing countries, subject to a greater
Fig. 36_Hor. Chaining_
threat, constitute the actual emergency. Optimal solutions for such areas are not
Local Bracing & Micro-Piling
necessarily the same as in already developed areas and have to be devised with
respect to local practices and in collaboration with their specialists. But this will not
be the most difficult step of the road.
The most urgent problem will surely be the protection of millions of threatened
people living in dangerous accommodations, or in self-built constructions. For such
buildings, the main question which arises is: would it be better to upgrade such
constructions according to more and less the same regulations than for new
construction, with a great risk of doing nothing for a long, or to upgrade
immediately by intuitive rules, with some guide-lines in order to just avoid the
ceiling falling on the head of threaten people (fig. 36)?
In continuity with the same simplified approach, AFPS just elaborated a very
pedagogical construction-guide for local use after the Nepal dramatic quake.

6. A BRIEF REVIEW OF HOW FRANCE HANDLES THE OVERALL SEISMIC SECURITY
Each step of the Seismic Security Engineering Process (Fig. 37) is a complete independent technical field of the overall
seismic security. One can easily imagine the impossible job of the politic authorities to go ahead in the right way in such a
cloudy atmosphere.
Fig. 37: Steps of Full chain of the Seismic Security Engineering Process

The first step of the process, « Seismic
Hazard Prevention”, requires of course a
Fig. 38_Instrumental data
wide network of implemented seismographs
for a better knowledge of the phenomenon.
France started its implementation in
1960ties. A very large data is available now
(Fig. 38), but with a very limited number of
samples in middle-strong motion to allow a
credible probabilistic prevision. The data
was confirmed, then completed, with the
Historic Data available in the Church Archives and Files, then in Municipalities (fig. 39).
A third Zonation Study is undertaken now with
instrumental and historic data completed with
Source Effect Analysis (see article F. Dunand),
after a first mainly deterministic (historic, Fig.
40) and a recent second probabilistic zonation
(Fig. 41). The third one is believed to reduce
differences between French, German, Italian
and Swiss studies with the same overall
assumptions, at the borders.

Fig. 40 - Historic Zonation

A very promising way for the prevision of earthquake in terms of location and time is the
control by GPS of the tectonic movements near the main faults and localization of the
blocked areas (Fig. 42). The method
Fig. 43 – Hidden faults LA 1994
is still in a research state. Can it help
(Fig. 45 - LA 94)
us one day to also locate the
secondary powerful hidden faults,
near the tectonic ones, which were at
the origin of very strong quakes, such
as Northridge (LA 1994 – fig. 43)
and Kobe 1995.

Fig. 39 – Historic data

Fig. 41 – Probabilistic
Zonation

Fig. 42- Istanbul area

Concerning codes and regulations, the basis document is now Eurocode n° 8. The mirror
committees of different chapters are permanently analyzing the feedback of application of each, and then reporting to the
European committee in charge of the evolution of the code.
Two examples of design guidelines for very sensitive elements are presented in different articles: High Risk Industries by J.P.
GIRARD; Strategic Elements for Crisis Management by D. AMIR-MAZAHERI
For existing building, no regulation is still available, since the question of who will take in charge the retrofitting fees is not
resolved. The question, the most difficult one to implement, must be considered jointly by the public authorities and the
insurances.
Many Vulnerability Assessment Studies have already been ordered by public authorities (see a few examples of such studies
for Iranian & French cities, presented by N. TAILLEFER).
AFPS is also the pilot of a working group concerning the emergency and risk management ordered by and in collaboration
with the French civil security office, Ministry of Interior, and the French Ministry of Sustainable Development (see article by
F. DUNAND).
And finally, the very important aspect of insurance and seismic risk financing is developed in the articles by Pierre TINARD.

7. CONCLUSION
The key points of how France handled (and is still handling) the overall Seismic Safety management is proposed as an
example (a case study).
Of course, each country has its own approach and methodology. And it might be interesting to compare different feedback
and experience.
Such a comparison as an academic work can be undertaken, but conclusions will be limited because of the cultural view
which is hidden behind each approach. Only working together on same subjects will better show the overall approach
thinking which governs each policy.
The French Association for Earthquake Engineering (AFPS) acts very often as the mechanical arm of the French Public
Authorities. As such, it always has a few active current working groups acting either under the Authorities Demand, or in
anticipation of such demands, in order to provide them scientific and technical elements and data for a right decision.
The road is still long but it deserves working on. That is the only way for the earthquake engineering community to satisfy its
human duty and to take part, together with our universities and firms, in the future security of the world, by taking care about
creation and innovation, and not only services and utilities,. We have to assign talent with its proper value in our society
again.
As a useful conclusion, what is attended from this special session would be a joint working Iranian-French Team, around a
subject discussed during the Round Table, such as a Scenario Study for a big Iranian City, or crossed participation to jointguidelines committees, either existing or new ones to be created.

